n the general case, it seems that one can construct counterexamples by completing the example [8] of Serre of an unliftable variety along lines suggested by Laudal and Kleppe, but the example in [8] is complicated, hard to write down, and, so far as I know, the details of the proof that one can complete have not appeared.
In this note we give a different counterexample to lifting even cyclic modules in the context of GLP. (Later, we also propose a weaker lifting conjecture which would suffice for the multiplicities problem and to which I know no counterexamples.) The method for constructing counterexamples is totally elementary, and provides examples when B is a complete regular local ring of mixed characteristic as well as when B has positive characteristic. The obstruction to lifting we use is quite coarse: it comes out of the all but trivial (and, I assume, well known) lemma below. Much of the credit for focusing attention on this obstruction belongs to D. Ferrand.
Before stating the lemma we make some special conventions for the cyclic case. Suppose that (A, m) is a local ring and we wish to lift M = A/J, where teJξ^ A, a typical cyclic j?-module, to A. By 457 Nakayama's lemma the lifting E must be a cyclic A-module A/I, and it is evident that the problem of lifting J is equivalent to the problem of finding an ideal I c J such that J = I + At and t is not a zerodivisor mod. I. Thus, if A is any ring, t a nonzerodivisor, t 6 J£A, we call I a ^-lifting (or, simply, a lifting) of J, etc. if /=/+ At and £ is not a zerodivisor mod. J.
Let C = A/J and let x be an indeterminate. We shall denote by φ the map of graded C-algebras C[x] -* grjA which maps x to the class t + J 2 of ί in J/J 2 . (1) and (2) are clear, while (3) is readily seen to be a restatement of the fact that φ n is injective. The Corollary is just the special case n = 1. 
With the hypothesis of the Lemma, if J has a t-lifting then the map h: C = A/J-+J
whence ψ m+n (uv + J w+%+1 ) = ψ m (u + J m+l )f n (v + J w+1 ) Now,
Proof. If h does not split them either (i) h is not injective or (ii) h is injective and the exact sequence
is not split, i.e. represents a nonzero element of E=Extc{J/(At + J 2 ), C). Since p is not a zerodivisor on C, E, both situations (i) and {ii) are preserved upon localizing at p: hence there is a prime QDJ such that p ί Q and the splitting fails after localizing at Q (or, equivalently, at Q/J). But then if we localize at Q and complete, the splitting will still fail. This is impossible: A Q is complete and equicharacteristic 0, so that JA Q does have a ί-lifting. We want to make some observations about this situation.
Observation 1. In order to prove Serre's conjecture on multiplicities it would suffice to prove that J has a £-lif ting in this situation. To emphasize that J is prime, we write "P" instead of "J" i.e. P = J.
Observation 2. Under the hypothesis (*) h: A/J-+ J/J
2 (or A/P-* P/P 2 ) is automatically injective, i.e. p 2 : At = P. For έ is a regular parameter => A/tA is regular => (A/tA) P/tA = A P /tA P is regular => t is a regular parameter in the regular local ring A P => P 2 A P : tA P = PA P and P 2 : Aέ c (P 2 A P : JL4. P ) Πi = PA P ΠA^ P. However it is completely unclear why there should be any reason for h to split. . If we localize at P, since A P is regular we have an isomorphism: symm^ (P/P 2 ) P -+ gr PCp A P (both are polynomial rings in height P variables over the field C P -(A/P) P > and the map is induced by an isomorphism of their first graded pieces). Now, β is induced by localization from the natural map d: symm^ (P/P 2 ) -• gr P A (which in turn is induced from the inclusion of P/P 2 as the one-forms of gr P A). Hence, we have a commutative diagram:
Since β is an isomorphism, we have a homomorphism ψ = Ύβ~{a:
. Thus, ψ, with its range restricted, is the (unique) graded C-algebra homomorphism which makes the diagram
commute, and it follows from the definition of ε that f is a left inverse for φ.
This shows that under the hypothesis (*), the "main case", the entire obstruction to lifting presented by the Lemma is no worse than the obstruction presented by the Corollary. The graded algebra map splits if and only if h splits.
However, it appears that even if the graded algebra map splits, we have merely taken a feeble first step towards lifting /.
Observation 4. It is useful to put the obstruction to splitting given by the Corollary in a more concrete form. We therefore note:
PROPOSITION. Under the hypothesis (*) (so that J = P is prime), I know no counterexamples to this weak lifting conjecture.
